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“The data is exactly the way real players
move,” said Andrew “Zinkie” Hoover, Game

Director on FIFA 22. “We’ve gathered
information from 22 highly-trained

professional players that play at the highest
level, and the players’ movements in the on-
field environment were replicated with their

natural movement in FIFA 22.” We’ve
gathered information from 22 highly-trained
professional players that play at the highest
level, and the players’ movements in the on-
field environment were replicated with their

natural movement in FIFA 22. The data
collected is used to control the movement
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and animation of players and players, ball or
ball carriers. Alongside this, the detection
and tracking system has been tweaked to

make the most of the tech to replicate real-
life movements, like goalkeeper acrobatics, a
fast-paced midfield or a team caught on the
wrong end of an opponent’s counter-attack.

Once the data has been gathered by the post
production team, it’s delivered as layers that
are keyframed in the engine to give the video

team a chance to create scenes, players,
animation, effects and everything else they
need in-engine. This is most likely the most
technically demanding aspect of the FIFA
team’s work, and is the engine’s highlight
reel. As a result, the team is really driving

towards a feature-set that will enable all the
visual components in the production to be
created and rendered in-game using the

source material rather than needing to cover
up the in-game quality of the assets. We've
developed a layer architecture that we can
manage as we move between the various

parts of the pipeline. This allows us to push
data to the engine and then get back out
again. It's a very versatile approach and
we're excited to push it to its limits. The
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collaboration between the two studios has
helped develop all aspects of the FIFA

franchise, from the emotional and physical
challenges of training, through to the

detailed mechanics of play. As the team
gather in the US for their next E3 media

briefing, the gauntlet has been thrown down
as the team put the theory into practice.

Comparing or contrasting FIFA to Madden's
unpredictable physics, this briefing offers
early evidence of a new direction for the

series.The first and most obvious change is
that the gameplay includes a “full-on”

introduction to how to control the different
players on the

Features Key:

Play and build your Ultimate Team of the world's best players
32-team 2017 UEFA Champions League
New look for the Champions League manager mode
Brand new manager simulation for UEFA EURO 2016
New DNA Player System allows individuals to show off their true talent
Same FIFA as FIFA 17 with new updated Team of the Year roster, additional 12 clubs, UEFA
Champions League updated to 32 teams plus 6 slots for legendary clubs
Quake Champions and Battle for Parnamadon maps for online play
New Comet map for online and single-player Move and Create mode
Hackit mode (Challenge the Hackit simulator to match or beat your score in the game)
World Class Ultimate Team Trainer
Gyro and Pulse triggers for more authentic movement
Smarter Team AI
Simulation leagues to show off your skills on
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Simulation tournaments
Brand new manager tool with a slew of new manager creation tools and AI setting
New Referee AI
Audio logs and videos to listen to and watch on match days
An enhanced offense system with new touch-based controls
Brand new Jump and Jockey Controls to aid the Jumper
Brand new Settle and Position game systems
Physical player models and animations for life-like dribbles and passes in Custom Games
New set pieces graphics
New dribbles and tricks
New Rough Tyre
New Overhead Trigger
New Target Shoot Control
Voice Matching – let the AI do the talking
Brand new community focused Creators League
New sense of speed with a revamped dribble and sprint system
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